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Abstract

The task of finding suitable candidates for a job has never been an easy one, and now that recruiters have access to various online job boards and are not necessarily constrained by national borders, it can be argued that shortlisting relevant candidates is more difficult than ever. This is especially true for online recruitment agencies that have huge databases of potential candidates and no effective ways to quickly identify which of those candidates have the required experience and skills for the vacancy at hand.

There are many ways that different companies go about solving the aforementioned problem. In case of YoungCapital, a Dutch recruitment agency, all candidates can state their preferred profession and location when creating a profile on the company’s website, and recruiters can then create a search query based on those stated preferences. It is also possible to get keyword matches with candidates’ resumes, which, however, is a manual task where recruiters have to decide on the specific keywords they want to find.

Given recent advances in machine learning and natural language processing, it was decided that a learning-to-rank (LTR) approach should be tried to see whether the candidate search process could be improved by presenting recruiters with a ranked list of candidates for each job, with the most suitable candidates at the top of the list. The LambdaMART model was chosen for this task as the state-of-the-art algorithm, and the baseline ranking model was a simple Linear Regression. Most of the features were designed using custom word embeddings. The results were evaluated with common rank-based measures: Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) and Mean Average Precision (MAP). Precision, which ignores the order of results, was reported as well.

Overall, we found a significant improvement over the current method according to all three measurements. We also demonstrated the impact of different feature sets on the performance of ranking models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Finding the “right” candidate for a job opening has never been an easy task. Not only should a prospective employee have the right qualifications and work experience, but they often need to fit into an existing team and share a company’s vision as well. The era of online job boards and globalisation has brought about an additional challenge. Since it became relatively easy to create an online profile and apply to a vacancy with just a few clicks, recruitment personnel in this day and age often need to review hundreds of online profiles and resumes just to decide who to approach.

Automating the process of shortlisting candidates can lead to reduced costs and increased recruiter productivity [1], thus it is not surprising that numerous technological solutions have been proposed to assist recruiters along the way. In order to compare competencies mentioned in resumes and those outlined in job requirements, most of the early approaches to job-candidate matching problem either employed an ontology mapping system [2, 3, 4], or computed a similarity score between respective candidate and vacancy profiles [5, 6]. Neither of the aforementioned methods, however, can learn from data, and in case of the former it is necessary to manually construct elaborate ontologies that primarily rely on expert knowledge and various heuristics.

In this work we use a supervised learning approach called learning-to-rank (LTR), as it can automatically find patterns in historical data and combine together complex features, as well as make predictions for previously unseen instances. LTR is a branch of machine learning that focuses on ranking relevant items at the top of the list, and previous literature indicates that it could be a promising way to find suitable candidates [7]. To our knowledge, existing work in this field concentrated on analysing the effectiveness of various LTR algorithms [8], determining whether recruiters’ queries can adequately capture vacancy requirements [9], and designing language models to improve ranking and retrieval of relevant candidates [7]. However, information about candidates was solely drawn from resumes, and only count-based methods for transforming resumes into features were used. A notable exception is [10], where structured LinkedIn information and free-text blog posts
were used instead.

We thus saw an opportunity to contribute to the existing body of knowledge by conducting several of our own LTR experiments within the recruitment domain, with a focus on constructing features from both profile and resume data, as well as on examining the effect of different feature sets on ranking. In order to do so we collaborated with YoungCapital, a Dutch recruitment agency that collects and stores thousands of candidate profiles and resumes. These serve as a pool of information on available workers that recruiters often need to tap into. The company’s current candidate search system is based on the ElasticSearch \(^1\) search engine, which has been configured in such a way that recruiters can indicate what information should candidate profiles contain, such as HBO level of education or Amsterdam as preferred work location, and what keywords should be found in resumes. After specifying all the criteria, recruiters receive a list with candidate profiles that matched their query, where the results are sorted based on the match score calculated by the search engine.

The goal of this research is to leverage YoungCapital’s large collection of historical job-candidate evaluations and build a model that would be able to rank suitable candidates higher on the list, and thus improve upon the current method. While constructing the model, we aim to address several points of interest that have not yet been explored in the literature. Specifically, we concentrate on the following research questions. How can feature sets be constructed from structured and unstructured information about candidates, and what is the influence of such feature sets on a job-candidate ranking model? What effect do different approaches to turning resumes into numeric features have on the model? How well does the final ranking model perform compared to the current system? The main contributions of this thesis can therefore be summarised as follows:

- We demonstrate four different approaches to constructing numerical features from a raw text that can be used in a learning-to-rank model, and evaluate which method works best. The methods that we examine are Bag-of-Words, TF-IDF, and document embeddings created by taking either weighted or unweighted mean of individual word embeddings (see more details on these techniques in Section 4.2.3).

- We describe, similar to \(^7\), different sets of features and their respective impact on the performance of our job-candidate ranking model. We, however, go beyond just resume features as we also include candidate preferences and location.

- We show that by using our model the company can expect a 28% relative improvement in ranking of the top-10 candidates in a list compared to the method currently in place.

- As there was no resume parser available for our experiments, we needed to construct our own so that we could exclude personal information and retrieve vocabulary from

different resume sections. Therefore we present a technique to train a resume parsing model using shallow features and semi-structured training set.

- We also create a manually annotated dataset of 150 resumes that could be used for further research within the company.

The subsequent chapters will provide more details on how the research was conducted. Chapter 2 will provide the background on learning-to-rank and other job-candidate matching approaches, including a comprehensive description of the matching method currently used by YoungCapital. In Chapter 3 we will demonstrate how we trained and tested our resume parsing model, and explain how results of this model were used in subsequent LTR experiments. Chapter 4 is the main chapter of this project. It will explain in detail how various features were generated, what experiments were conducted and how our final model compares to ranking created at random, as well as to ranking provided by ElasticSearch. Note that since we have essentially trained two different models, Resume Parser and LTR, both of the respective chapters contain method descriptions and showcase results. Chapter 5 will discuss implications and limitations of this research, and Chapter 6 will provide concluding remarks.
Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

In this chapter we will provide some background on existing technologies and research aimed at matching candidates and jobs. Specifically, Section 2.1 will describe in detail the way YoungCapital recruiters search for candidates using the current system. Section 2.2, on the other hand, will outline how other companies and researchers sought to match candidates and jobs, focusing on experiments that have been done using LTR algorithms, and what features were used. Since our main framework for this challenging problem is learning-to-rank (LTR), the key points behind this approach will be summarised as well.

2.1 Current Approach to Candidate Search

Currently YoungCapital’s recruiters are mainly using ElasticSearch search engine to look for candidates. For each job opening recruiters specify what information should be found in candidates’ profiles or resumes, and the engine returns an ordered list of candidates, with those that match query specifications the best sorted at the top of the list.

In general, most recruiters go through the following steps when they embark on a head-hunting mission using the current system:

1. Fill in the desired candidate attributes, such as education and location, using a dedicated form that transforms these details into an ElasticSearch query. If a search is conducted for a specific job opening, most fields are already prefilled using the job’s profile data.

2. If search results do not seem relevant, narrow down the search by specifying resume keywords or expand the search by including more locations.

3. Manually check the profiles of the first few candidates that appear in the search results. If the profile/resume seem suitable for the vacancy, try calling or emailing this candidate and asking whether he/she would be interested in applying for the position.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until enough candidates are found to fill the vacancy.

The following sections will describe what candidate information is available for recruiters to search in and how ElasticSearch is set up to find matching candidates. This information will serve as a basis for our LTR features, which is why we provide a rather comprehensive overview.

2.1.1 Candidate Representation

YoungCapital collects and stores data about every candidate that has ever created a profile through any of their websites, so that recruiters could look for candidates using the company’s database. As having a resume is a prerequisite for most jobs, candidates can either upload their resume as a document, in which case all the text from a resume is stored as a single string, or use the company’s app called CVBuilder to create one. If candidates go with the latter option, then resume data is stored in a semi-structured format, namely in a json string together with all of the field names where information was entered (name, address, start date of education, etc.). It is, however, not compulsory to upload or create a CV.

The company also collects different types of structured information about candidates. When creating a profile, apart from providing some general background information like name and address, every candidate is also required to indicate a preferred job type, such as full-time or part-time, a job location and a job function. Furthermore, another required section is education, where at least one type of education (secondary school, MBO, HBO, university) should be selected. In addition to these compulsory fields candidates can specify what languages they know and whether they have a driver’s licence or not. All of the choices to fill in the above information are predetermined, in other words, candidates can either select an option from a drop-down menu, or tick a box.

It is important to note here that candidates have to state their preferences and declare the attained education level, but they are not required to provide any information regarding their past work experience or skills. Although this might seem unusual at a first glance, it becomes less surprising when taking into consideration the fact that for a long time YoungCapital’s primary target group were inexperienced students looking for a part-time job. At the point of writing a resume was the primary resource where recruiters could find data on candidate’s experience level.

2.1.2 Vacancy Representation

In the same manner as candidates have to create a profile upon registering, recruiters have to create a vacancy profile when posting a new job on any of the company’s websites. The information that recruiters have to fill in is directly comparable to the structured information in candidates’ profiles. In particular, each job should have one or more functions, a list of acceptable educations, indication whether it is a full-time or a part-time position,
Table 2.1: Example of a candidate and a job profile information in respective fields.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Candidate Profile</th>
<th>Job Opening Profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>job type</td>
<td>full-time, part-time</td>
<td>full-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job function</td>
<td>administrator, receptionist, waitress</td>
<td>administrator, receptionist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region</td>
<td>amsterdam, hoofddorp, leiden</td>
<td>utrecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>education</td>
<td>university</td>
<td>university</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and a zipcode for its primary location. If more than one location is advertised in the same vacancy, it is possible to select different regions in addition to the primary one. Table 2.1 illustrates what kind of information can be found within candidate and job profiles.

Again, all of this information is generated when recruiters tick respective boxes. Apart from that each vacancy also has a supplementary job description, which is stored in a semi-structured format. In other words, when writing a description recruiters have to adhere to predefined spaces (or boxes) for each separate piece of information such as title and requirements.

2.1.3 ElasticSearch

ElasticSearch is a search engine that is capable of a full text search. In order to retrieve candidates using this tool, recruiters have to create a so-called search query. Using the provided interface users need to specify education, location, job type, function etc., which ElasticSearch internally converts to a query and searches for matches within candidate profiles.

In particular, the search engine interprets users’ input as Boolean queries. All candidate profile information is matched with the “must” clause, which implies that a certain candidate will be included in the search results if and only if there has been at least one match with each respective field in the search query. If any keywords are specified, then only candidates that mentioned those keywords in their resume will be retrieved. One of the main drawbacks of matching keywords in this way is the inability of the search engine to interpret inflections like programmer-programming, thus often failing to retrieve relevant candidates. Although it is also possible to use more advanced keyword matching techniques such as including n-grams and synonyms within ElasticSearch, at this stage YoungCapital is only using the default configurations for text search, and keywords can be matched anywhere in a resume.

If recruiters don’t change the default query composed from vacancy profiles, then ElasticSearch will, in essence, look for candidate profiles that match the respective job profile, without including any keywords. Taking the example illustrated in Table 2.1, the query would be composed from all the information given in the job opening profile column,

1Information about ElasticSearch Boolean queries can be found on https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/current/query-dsl-bool-query.html
and since there is a mismatch between vacancy and candidate regions, the candidate will not be retrieved. ElasticSearch query that is generated could be referred to as a “standard” query, and is used for most candidate searches as a starting point.

Every match adds to the overall score computed for each candidate. Boolean query takes more-matches-is-better approach, such that the closer candidate’s profile is to the search query and the more times specified keywords appear in the resume, the higher the final match score and hence the higher the rank of this candidate in the resulting list. Non-keyword fields contribute equally to the final match score, as every found match carries the same weight.

Text search, however, works slightly differently, as it is easier to match some words than others. Moreover, importance of a single word to the overall meaning of a document can vary depending on how often this word is used in the whole corpus. In order to partially capture this property of natural language, under the hood of the ElasticSearch scoring function is a TF-IDF similarity algorithm and the algorithm in use was implemented by Apache Lucene. As retrieved candidates are sorted according to their overall match score, we could use ElasticSearch ranking as a baseline ranking that we could compare our LTR models to.

In short, YoungCapital’s current system has the basic functionality to search for candidates and is in principle similar to other recruitment tools. The system, however, is highly dependent on recruiters' input and using it can be extremely time-consuming. Choosing the right keywords to find candidates with relevant experience and skills is not straightforward and highly subjective, which is why recruiters often have to try several different queries to get the output that seems appropriate. We would like to simplify this process by applying machine learning to a job-candidate matching problem. The goal is to have recruiters spend less time composing queries and scanning through unrelated candidate profiles, and more time establishing personal contact with potential recruits.

### 2.2 Related Work on Job-Candidate Matching

Being able to automatically select suitable candidates for different vacancies has undoubtedly been the holy grail of recruitment industry for quite some time now. Until recently, however, most companies (including YoungCapital) took a keyword match approach to candidate search, with very little help from the machine learning field. In the sections below we review some of the ranking methods that were suggested in the literature.

---

2 Aparth from TF-IDF there is also Okapi BM25 similarity algorithm available, which is the default in later versions [https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/2.4/similarity.html](https://www.elastic.co/guide/en/elasticsearch/reference/2.4/similarity.html)

3 A lot of ElasticSearch functionality, including both TF-IDF and BM25 similarity algorithms, is based on Apache Lucene which is an open-source search engine software library [http://lucene.apache.org/core/4_0_0/core/org/apache/lucene/search/similarities/TFIDFSimilarity.html](http://lucene.apache.org/core/4_0_0/core/org/apache/lucene/search/similarities/TFIDFSimilarity.html)
2.2.1 Query-Resume Similarity Approach

Several different similarity-based methods aimed at comparing vacancy and candidate information, analogous to the current search system described in Section 2.1.3, have been proposed by the research community. Singh et al. [6] presented an e-recruitment tool called PROSPECT that was designed to shortlist qualified candidates for jobs by mining candidate resumes. This tool can parse relevant information such as skills, highest degree, work experience in years, etc. from resumes, and then calculate similarity between these details and a query automatically constructed from job requirements. Candidates would then be ranked according to several different similarity metrics, where a large emphasis was put on matching candidate skills to those mentioned in job descriptions. The ranking algorithm that showed the best performance in their experiments was TF-IDF similarity model from Lucene.

The score that indicates a match between a candidate’s resume and a job description could also be assigned according to a hand-crafted set of rules, as explained in the paper by Zimmermann et al. [12]. The authors suggested assigning a score between 0 and 100 to each candidate-job pair, where this score is the weighted average of education, work experience and skills sections. In their prototype application the information for each section was extracted from resumes, and in case of education parsed data was combined with external sources. Namely, if candidate obtained a university degree, the ranking of the respective educational institution, as determined by Times Higher Education [4] and QS [5], was included in the overall education score in an attempt to objectively improve judgement about the quality of different educations. The work experience section score depended on the duration of employment and the employer score, while the skills score was calculated using word embeddings and the distance between each of the required skills and those parsed from candidate resumes.

When designing an approach that includes calculating an overall score from different fields where matches occurred, a decision has to be made on how to aggregate all the sub-scores together. It is not always clear which of the fields are more important for determining a good match between candidates and jobs, however. Should, for instance, having an appropriate education contribute more to the final match score than possessing relevant skills, or less? Both [6] and [12] decided that skills match score should account for more than any other field matches, although it has been mentioned that user research is necessary to evaluate different weighing configurations [12]. This strategy is certainly only feasible when there is a small number of weights to optimise.

Instead of configuring the above manually, Rodenburg [13] went a step further with a proposed CVMatcher system. Similar to [6], a query is constructed from parsed job openings, and information extracted from resumes is stored in a structured manner such that matches in respective query-document fields could be checked (e.g. if roles mentioned

\[\text{url}https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world university rankings\]  
[https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings]
in resume match job title, or programming languages known by candidates match keywords from job description). However, the author demonstrated how an Evolutionary algorithm could be employed together with ElasticSearch to assign relative importance parameters to these field matches. Notably, the performance of such an approach was tested on providing a list of suitable jobs for a candidate rather than ranking candidates for jobs.

In all of the above approaches the underlying assumption is that the more similar a candidate’s information is to job requirements or a user specified query, the higher the chances of this candidate to be regarded as suitable for the vacancy by recruiters. Although such a premise does make intuitive sense, it is possible to imagine scenarios where similarity approach might fail. For instance, if chosen keywords for a query are “junior data analyst”, then an individual who is a senior data analyst is very likely to have these words in her or his resume as past work experience, but is not likely to be looking for a junior position now. There is thus a potential for improvement that has been recognised and addressed, among others, with learning-to-rank methods.

2.2.2 Learning-to-Rank Approach

Before we describe LTR experiments that have been done on ranking candidates for jobs, we will first provide an overview of the field. Learning-to-rank is a collection of machine learning techniques that, given a certain query or condition, aim to find an optimal ranking of items in a list such that the most relevant results appear at the top. Not surprisingly, the most common application of LTR models is optimizing search engine results using user click behaviors [14].

Given the widespread usage of LTR techniques in Information Retrieval (IR) domain, it is commonplace to use the terms query and document when referring to condition and list item, respectively. As we have seen in previous sections, when this idea is translated to recruitment domain, the query could, for instance, be comprised of keywords from a certain job opening description, and the documents could be candidate profiles and/or resumes. Thus an LTR problem becomes learning a ranking function to rank candidates (documents) for a certain job posting (query), using recruiters’ evaluations such as hired or not hired. For the rest of this section we will continue using terms query and document as we will mainly be discussing IR concepts.

Since the Yahoo! learning-to-rank challenge held in 2010, numerous LTR algorithms have been developed and studied extensively [15]. Already by 2015 at least 87 different methods have been identified [16], and this number is undoubtedly higher by now with latest method described in early 2019 [17]. Nevertheless, most of those approaches can be split based on their input representation and loss function into three distinct groups: pointwise, pairwise and listwise [14].

Models that are associated with the pointwise approach discard the list format of the initial problem, and view each feature vector as an independent data point. The loss function of these models evaluates how accurately the ground truth label was predicted for
each individual query-document pair. Most traditional supervised statistical and machine learning models such as regression, ordinal regression and classification fit this description and could thus be used for ranking problems. Examples of the above could easily be found in literature \cite{18, 19}, although some pointwise methods were developed specifically with a ranking problem in mind \cite{20}.

The **pairwise** approach models, on the other hand, compare pairs of documents that belong to the same query and try to predict which of the two documents in a pair should be ranked higher relative to the other. A significant number of pairwise ranking algorithms model ranking as a pairwise classification, with corresponding loss function defined on a pair of documents \cite{14}.

Out of the three approaches being discussed in this section, the **listwise** approach is the only one that does try to minimize a loss functions defined on the whole list of documents that are associated with a certain query \cite{21}. In order to train a model using one of the listwise approaches, however, the labels should indicate the ground truth ordering of the items in a list.

Overall, regardless of the approach, every LTR model tries to solve a ranking problem for a list of documents by predicting a relevance score for each query-document pair. Documents are then sorted for each query based on that score, from highest to lowest. One implication of the above is that, although individual predictions can be very different from model to model, two models can be equally successful as long as they produce an optimal ordering of items in a list.

An example of using all three approaches for a job-candidate matching problem can be found in a graduation project by Braun \cite{8}. The author used the CVMatcher system \cite{13} mentioned above as a baseline method, and three different LTR algorithms (Gradient Boosted Regression Trees, LambdaMART and SmoothRank) were implemented for ranking experiments, this time trying to order a list of candidates given a vacancy. Features were based on terms that occurred in candidate resumes and job descriptions, with respective TF-IDF scores. Furthermore, Manifold Regularization (constraining the model in such a way as to make similar data points have a similar probability of ranking at the same place) was used together with SmoothRank as well.

In another graduation project Fang \cite{7} described a candidate search tool used by Textkernel\footnote{Textkernel is a company that develops software products for the HR and recruitment market \url{https://www.textkernel.com/}} at the time, the broad architecture of which was similar to PROSPECT \cite{6}. In particular, it also included resume parsing module to extract candidate information in a structured manner, as well as vacancy parsing software to automatically create a query. Furthermore, their software could also automatically assign extracted job titles to job classes and job codes, which facilitated the matching process. The search engine to retrieve and rank candidates was again ElasticSearch. Where the difference lies is the LTR based re-ranking algorithm that the author suggested, and specifically the features used for
training the model. Apart from the common word-based (or stem-based) features, Fang also introduced a divergence feature that examined whether the language model of a query is similar to the language model of a resume.

Textkernel also published a paper of their own describing LTR experiments that were slightly different from Fang’s [9] as they analyzed matching/ranking problem with manual queries, rather than automatically created ones. One of their main conclusions was that users seem to have little intuition on how to design a “rich” query that can accurately represent the vacancy needs. As a result, there were a number of sparse queries that made a model susceptible to bias. Nevertheless, they demonstrated that their re-ranker improved upon the original results by returning, on average, one additional candidate in the top 10 of retrieved list.

Faliagka et al. [10] took a different approach to candidate ranking. They proposed a system that could infer personality of applicants by analyzing blog posts of respective individuals. The focus of this personality mining exercise was the extraversion trait, as it is assumed to be one of the crucial personality characteristics for client-facing jobs. The outcome was an extraversion score for each candidate, which was used as a feature in their ranking models. Other candidate features came from LinkedIn profiles, which were either Boolean (presence/absence of a certain skill), or numeric (number of work years). Pearson’s correlation with actual scores assigned by professional recruiters was used to assess performance of the aforementioned models. Overall, to estimate applicants’ relevance scores the proposed system relied on objective criteria extracted from the applicants’ LinkedIn profiles and subjective criteria extracted from their social presence, which gave promising results.

Overall, systems described in literature appear to have improved on the baseline ElasticSearch output through including an LTR model [7, 8], hence we adopt this framework as well. In this thesis, however, we combine resume and profile information about candidates to create features for our model, while most of previous literature mainly focused on resume features alone. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that resumes can be transformed into numeric features using count-based approaches such as Bag-of-Words [7] and a TF-IDF [8], but, to our knowledge, there is no published work that compares different methods and demonstrates the effect that those transformations have on a ranking model. Moreover, there is limited literature available on using word embeddings as features in recruitment domain [12, 22], which is why for our experiments we include comparison of this technique to count-based methods as well. We also use word embeddings to create some of the match features to capture how well a candidate fits job requirements, while previous work mainly included ElasticSearch match scores for this purpose.
Chapter 3

Resume Parsing

Most of the resumes in YoungCapital’s database are stored as a single string of text. Previous research, however, indicated that extracting various candidate attributes such as education, skills and previous work experience could help in creating meaningful features for ranking models. Furthermore, not all of the information provided in resumes is relevant for deciding how candidates should be ordered in a list, and it is considered unethical to include information like gender and nationality in machine learning models.

It was thus decided that we should first create a resume parsing model that could exclude personal information from CVs, as well as help us construct features for learning-to-rank models. In particular, the main goal for the model described in this chapter is to learn how to identify four main sections in a resume: personal information (PI), education (EDU), work experience (WORK) and skills (SKILLS). Section 3.1 will specify what data was gathered for training of our resume parser, Section 3.2 will describe how the model was created and tested, and Section 3.3 will present the results.

3.1 Data

There were several different types of data that we collected specifically for resume parsing task. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, apart from unstructured resumes YoungCapital also stores semi-structured information gathered through the CVBuilder application. We managed to obtain 32,180 CVBuilder resumes in total, mainly in Dutch. All the information contained in those resumes was distributed among the following ten sections: personal information, profile, work experience, education, skills, interests, languages, trainings, references and extra. These sections, in turn, were often split into subsections like summary, start year, end year, name of educational institution, level of a certain skill etc. This dataset could thus be a starting point for us to create a suitable training set.

We also manually annotated a sample of 150 unstructured resumes, which would serve as a test set for the parsing model. Furthermore, we collected a total of 224,464 unstructured
resumes in order to train a word embeddings model (see Section 3.2.2).

3.2 Methods

Ideally, the resume parsing problem could be viewed as a supervised learning task. To solve this task we would need a large number of resumes with word-by-word or line-by-line labels. Unfortunately, there was no such dataset available, and hence we needed to improvise. The following sections outline how the training set was constructed from CVBuilder resumes, what features were created and what algorithm was used to train a resume parser. Note that since the overall goal is to be able to split a resume into different sections, the general idea for the model is to correctly label different lines, rather than tokens as many other CV-parsing models do [6, 13, 23].

3.2.1 Constructing a Training Set

By leveraging the structure of json strings that CVBuilder resumes were stored in, we could get labels for resume sections that we were interested in (PI, EDU, WORK, SKILLS), but there were still a few crucial pieces missing. Firstly, since all the information was entered by users into predefined fields on the front-end side of the application, there was no need to include section names such as “Opleiding” or “Werkervaring” (education and work experience, respectively). One could argue that section names are the primary clue for a human reader as to which section different resume lines belong to, and, unfortunately, this critical information was missing from the dataset. Furthermore, as all data was arranged into different sections and subsections, there were no resume lines as such. Information about spaces between different lines or sections was absent for the same reason.

Considering that we were nevertheless hoping to use CVBuilder data as a training set for our resume parsing model, we had to design a set of rules to overcome these shortcomings and essentially mimic the format of unstructured resumes. All of the above data was therefore reorganised into resume lines, and suitable section names, keywords like “telefoon”, “naam” and “rijbewijs”, as well as spaces between different sections were added. Each line had a corresponding label (PI, EDU, WORK, SKILLS or O) attached to it, where O stands for other.

It should be noted here that such an approach has a considerable drawback, namely reduced variance between our artificially generated training documents. In reality candidates have the freedom to choose not only different section names than the ones we introduced to our dataset, but also combine sections together and include the same type of information in different parts of a resume. An example for the latter could be mentioning skills in profile and work experience sections. CVBuilder resumes, on the other hand, were all converted to a specific format using the same rules, and it was not possible to account for all of the scenarios mentioned above. This is the main reason why we wanted to test the performance
of our model on manually annotated resumes, rather than splitting the CVBuilder resumes into train and test sets.

3.2.2 Word Embeddings

In order to reduce dimensionality of textual data, as well as to account for syntactic and semantic similarity between words, most contemporary research projects make use of word embeddings. We decided to base some of the model features on word embeddings as well, therefore we provide a brief summary on this technique.

Word embeddings, in fact, is an umbrella term for a class of language modelling techniques that map words to a real-valued, low-dimensional vector space. If words are similar to each other, namely if they occur in similar contexts, then vectors representing these words should be in close proximity in a respective vector space.

In this thesis we employ the neural network approach to generating word embeddings, colloquially known as word2vec and introduced by Mikolov et al. [24]. Specifically, we trained word vectors using the continuous-bag-of-words (CBOW) method. In the CBOW architecture, the model predicts the current word \( w_t \) from a window of surrounding context words \( w_{t-c}, ..., w_{t-1}, w_{t+1}, ..., w_{t+c} \), where \( c \) is the number of context words. The training objective is thus to learn word representations that are good predictors for the middle word \( w_t \). The maximum likelihood estimation of the CBOW model is equivalent to minimizing the loss function:

\[
- \sum_{t=1}^{T} \log P(w(t)|w(t-m), ..., w(t-1), w(t+1), ..., w(t+1))
\]

This prediction based approach was shown to be a significant improvement over the count-based approaches previously common in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks [25], and since it is an unsupervised learning method, we could use all of our 224,464 unstructured resumes (around 46 million tokens in total) to train a word embeddings model. The text processing steps that we took beforehand were mainly aimed at removing numbers and occasional images, as well as substituting special characters with ASCII alternatives. We chose \( c = 5 \) context words and 100 dimensions for each vector as parameters for the embeddings model.

3.2.3 Features

For this model we needed to construct features that would span the whole resume line. After experimenting with different ideas, we arrived at the following three types of features:

- Spacing features
- Keyword match features
• Cosine similarity features

The first two types are binary features. Spacing features check whether a line in question has any empty lines above or below it, as having empty space above often signals the start of a new section, below - the end of the current section. Furthermore, we also included a variable that signals to the model that a line is the first one or the last one in the resume. Keyword match features indicate presence or absence of certain words, such as “opleiding” and “werkervaring”. These keyword matches might seem trivial in our artificially created training set as by design each resume contained these words, but we wanted the model to learn the importance of specified terms as they are commonly used as section headers in free text resumes.

Although both of the aforementioned types of features could help the model determine the boundaries of different sections and occasionally hint what section a line belongs to, none of them contained enough information to reliably determine the label for each line of a resume. We thus thought that it would be useful to also have features that quantify the level of similarity between a line and different resume sections. In order to do so we firstly gathered 500 most frequent words using all CVBuilder resumes from each of the following CVBuilder sections: “name”, “address”, “function”, “work summary”, “education”, “skills”, “interests” and “languages”. Several keywords that commonly occur in Dutch resumes, for example “geboortplaats” and “mobiel”, were also included as a separate “PI tokens” group.

Once all the words for each category were gathered, we needed a distance measure to assess the similarity between those word groups and resume lines. Cosine similarity between word embeddings is a popular choice when judging text similarities, and since, as pointed out in Section 3.2.2, YoungCapital had a large collection of raw resumes that were suitable for unsupervised training of word embeddings, cosine similarity seemed like a reasonable option. Formally, cosine similarity for vectors $x, y \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is the cosine of the angle between them, and is represented using a dot product and magnitude as:

$$\frac{x^T y}{\|x\|\|y\|} \in [-1, 1]$$

Cosine similarity of 1 means that the vectors are identical, 0 - that they form a right angle, and -1 indicates that vectors are diametrically opposed.

Using trained word vectors from our custom embeddings model, we calculated a mean embedding vector for each of the above-mentioned word categories. As a final step we created a mean vector for each resume line (excluding numbers), and calculated cosine similarities to each of the 9 mean word group vectors. Consequently, each line had 9 cosine similarity features in addition to binary features. The detailed overview of all features can be found in Appendix, Table A.1.
3.2.4 Conditional Random Fields

Although, as it has been stressed in sections above, non-CVBuilder resumes fall into the category of unstructured data, most people still follow a set of conventions when writing their CV. For instance, it is common to start a resume with personal information such as name and email address, whereas it is rare to see a reference section before work experience information. Furthermore, lines that belong to the same section follow each other and hardly ever mix with lines from other sections.

Given this sequential nature of our data, we needed to choose a model that could account for it. Traditional classification models assume independence between data points and thus might not be the best option. Conditional Random Fields (CRF) models, on the other hand, are commonly used for different sequence modelling tasks that involve natural language processing, such as Part-of-Speech Tagging and Named Entity Recognition. Several resume parsing systems also included a CRF model to identify different segments [6] and individual tokens [23].

In short, CRF are undirected graphical models first described by Lafferty et al. [26], and are considered to be a state-of-the-art sequence labeling method. CRF models are trained to maximize a conditional probability distribution given a set of features. Let \( Y = (y_1, ..., y_T) \) denote a sequence of labels and \( X = (x_1, ..., x_T) \) denote the corresponding observations sequence. The sequence of labels is the concept we wish to predict, such as named entity, whereas the observations are the words or sentences in the input string. In this thesis we train a linear chain CRF, for which the conditional probability \( P(Y|X) \) is computed as follows:

\[
P(Y|X) = \frac{1}{Z_X} \prod_{t=1}^{T} \exp \left\{ \sum_{k=1}^{K} \lambda_k f_k(y_t, y_{t-1}, x_t) \right\}
\]

where \( Z_X \) is a normalizing constant, \( f_k \) is a feature function, and \( \lambda_k \) is a feature weight. CRF methods offer an advantage over generative approaches by relaxing the conditional independence assumption, and can be understood as an extension of the logistic regression classifier [27].

Since predictions of a CRF model are labels, its performance was evaluated with common information retrieval metrics: precision, recall and F1-score. Precision is the proportion of selected items which are relevant, recall refers to the proportion of relevant results that were retrieved, and F1-score is the average between the two.

3.3 Results

As most of our resume parser features are reliant on word embeddings, we first needed to examine the quality of trained word vectors. Using t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding, or t-SNE for short, we projected some vectors onto a 2-D plane. Figure 3.1a demonstrates that word vectors from selected categories (name, function, education etc.)
Table 3.1: Resume parsing model results on the (manually annotated) test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section Label</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Nr. of Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>1496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORK</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>3486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>1525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKILLS</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>1462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg / Total</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>8387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are mostly clustered together, as expected. It is clear that names, addresses and interests are largely separable from other words (blue, orange and brown clusters, respectively). Skills cluster (purple), on the other hand, is split into two small groups, and there are a lot of individual skills mixed with other words.

Figure 3.1b takes a closer look at what words are considered similar by the embeddings model. We selected 7 different functions and plotted top-15 most similar words for each one of them. Evidently, most of the words that a human would group together are recognised as related by the model as well.

Figure 3.2, on the other hand, showcases what cosine similarity scores one can expect between different resume lines (y-axis) and word categories (x-axis), when both are represented as averaged word embeddings. Using these example resume lines we can see the same broad pattern that we noticed among the actual resumes in both the train and the test set, namely that lines containing personal information tend to get positive scores when compared to names, addresses and PI tokens (dark blue rectangle in the top left of the plot), but generally negative scores when compared to all other word groups. In other words, it appears that when constructing features using cosine similarities between lines and different word categories, these features alone can distinguish relatively well between lines that contain personal information and those that do not.

The results of our CRF model on the manually annotated test set are presented in Table 3.1. The best performance as measured by precision and F1-score was shown for personal information lines (99% and 94% respectively), which is in line with our expectations based on Figure 3.2. Recall, however, was highest for work lines (92%). The section that the model struggled to identify was the skills section, which was likely caused by the fact that some individuals tend to combine languages and skills sections together, whereas other mention obtained skills in work experience and profile sections. Overall, considering that we only used 17 features for this rather complex NLP task, as well as an artificially constructed training set, we find these results quite satisfactory.
(a) Illustration of the word clusters, where each dot is a word vector from the respective group.

(b) Examples of similar words for 7 different functions.

**Figure 3.1:** Projections of word embeddings on a 2-D plane.
Figure 3.2: Cosine similarities between example resume lines (y-axis) and word categories (x-axis). Each line was transformed into a mean line embedding using our custom word embeddings model. Then, for each word category 500 most frequent words were identified and their word embeddings were again averaged to form the respective group embedding. Finally, cosine similarities were calculated between each line embedding and each group embedding.
Chapter 4

Ranking Candidates for Job Openings

This chapter explains what LTR experiments were conducted and how. The two primary goals behind the experiments were to understand how different feature sets influence the performance of an LTR model, as well as to compare the machine-learned ranking to that of the currently used system. Section 4.1 explains what data was collected, Section 4.2 looks at how various features and feature sets we constructed, Section 4.3 explains what evaluation metrics were used, Section 4.4 gives a background on the LTR models that were trained, Section 4.5 outlines the way our experiments were performed and Section 4.6 summarises the results.

4.1 Data

Before we could train an LTR model, we needed to collect the appropriate information. This section provides the details on various candidate and vacancy data sources that were available to us (all within YoungCapital’s database), as well as on the quality of the data contained in them. A general overview on collected candidate and vacancy information can be found in Table 4.1 which also demonstrates that at the outset of our project we set aside 500 randomly selected job openings and respective candidate lists. The lists in the training and validation set were used to experiment with different feature sets and to arrive at the final model, whereas the lists in the hold-out dataset were used to evaluate the performance of our final LTR model versus ElasticSearch ranking.

4.1.1 Candidate-Job Evaluations

User feedback regarding the relevance of search results, frequently referred to as relevance feedback, is commonly used as an outcome variable (label) in LTR framework, and it can
Table 4.1: An overview of training and hold-out datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Training/Validation Set</th>
<th>Hold-out Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job Profiles</td>
<td>4,625</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Descriptions</td>
<td>4,625</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate Profiles</td>
<td>84,602</td>
<td>14,622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidate Resumes</td>
<td>65,268</td>
<td>11,731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job-Candidate Evaluations</td>
<td>145,657</td>
<td>16,234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be either binary or graded. Binary relevance feedback is simply an indication whether document was deemed relevant or not for the particular query, whereas graded relevance feedback specifies the degree of relevance, such as very relevant, somewhat relevant and irrelevant. Each query-document should only have one associated relevance score.

In case of a job-candidate matching it is common to use hiring decisions, namely whether a candidate was accepted or rejected for the job [7, 8]. For our experiments, however, we decided to use a slightly different type of information, namely whether candidate was suitable for the next step in the recruitment process (such as interview at a YoungCapital branch or meeting with a client) following a job application. These data were readily available and could be easily traced to respective job opening details and candidate information.

We refer to this type of data as recruiter evaluations, and it should be stressed here that we only had these evaluations for candidates that applied for vacancies administered by YoungCapital. Each candidate could get a positive, neutral or negative evaluation with respect to the job. In order to transform this information into a numeric label we needed to decide how to treat neutral evaluations, and whether to use binary or graded relevance. After running some experiments it was decided that 0-1 encoding should be used, where 1 stands for suitable, whereas 0 for all other evaluations. Figure 4.1 summarises what evaluations were present in our dataset and what label each evaluation was transformed into, along with demonstrating how many job-candidate pairs received a certain evaluation. Overall, our training set contained 34,874 (24%) positive evaluations, and 110,783 (76%) negative/neutral ones.

4.1.2 Vacancy & Candidate Data

As discussed in Section 2.1.2 each job has a profile and a description. Apart from the information entered by recruiters, we also record what cluster different jobs belong to. The clustering model was built by the company’s Data Science team to assign jobs that are likely to attract the same type of candidates to the same job cluster, with 14 clusters in total. For instance, there is a “Traineeships cluster” since it was discovered that candidates that are looking for traineeships rarely apply to other types of jobs. “Easy, outgoing jobs” cluster, on the other hand, includes job functions like being a festival staff member, distributing flyers
Figure 4.1: Counts of different recruiter evaluations.
or filling in as a part-time shop assistant, all of which could be appealing to candidates looking for a simple temporary job.

As a result, for every job opening we gathered three types of information: job description, job profile data and predicted cluster, where the model that predicts clusters uses the first two sources, thus a cluster could be assigned to any job in the database. Note that job description is stored in a semi-structured format, such that job title, job function and job requirements are easily identifiable. Overall, data quality with regards to job openings was at a reasonably high level, with minimal missing values.

The same cannot, unfortunately, be said for the quality of candidate data. For candidates there are two main sources of information: profile and resume. It is not required to submit a resume when signing up, therefore around 23% of candidates from our job-candidate pairs have resumes missing. All the resumes that were available went through our resume parser to get personal information removed.

Most of the profile information that we are interested in, on the other hand, resides in required fields at sign up, therefore there were few missing values. There is another difficulty, however. There are a lot of candidates that have created an account with YoungCapital a few years back, but haven’t necessarily updated their information since. We thus expect a substantial amount of noise in the data for candidates that have old profiles.

4.1.3 ElasticSearch Queries & Lists

In order to compare the current ElasticSearch-based system to our LTR model, we needed to find out how ElasticSearch would rank lists in the hold-out dataset. We therefore constructed 500 “standard” queries for each job posting (namely queries that look for candidates fitting the job profile the best as described in Section 2.1.3), and retrieved ranked candidate lists. In particular, we identified the logic behind query generation, determined what fields are different between queries for different vacancies, and wrote a script that could automatically fill out those fields. Each list only contained candidates that we had evaluations for, in other words we did not consider job-candidate pairs for which we did not have a label.

Due to the setup of ElasticSearch, however, we did not always get a full list back. This implies that when searching for candidates with ElasticSearch, occasionally a few applicants were dropped from the resulting list as they did not match some aspect(s) of the query. In 8% of the cases the search engine returned none of the evaluated candidates.

Since the goal was to use ElasticSearch ranking as the baseline method that LTR models could be compared to, we had to make one of the following choices: either append missing candidates to ElasticSearch results at the bottom of the list in random order, or remove job-candidate pairs omitted by ElasticSearch from the hold-out dataset all together. Both of these options would make all lists have the same content and length, irrespective of ranking method used, otherwise it would not be possible to make a meaningful comparison between different methods. For example, consider two ranking methods that are equally good at ranking any given list, but then we let the first method to only rank a subset of
any provided list, whereas method 2 could always rank the full list. If the first method occasionally gets empty subsets and thus receives ranking score of 0 for those lists, then average score over all lists for method 1 would by definition be lower that that for the second method, as the latter would always have more non-zero scores (i.e. positive) scores which push its average score up.

Considering that in this thesis we are interested in the ranking quality of a method rather than its retrieval ability, we decided to proceed with the first choice, namely to add missing job-candidate pairs to ElasticSearch output, such that all candidates that have an evaluation for a certain job would always be included in resulting ranked lists. Since by doing so we introduced an element of randomness, and since we wanted to have an idea whether our baseline ElasticSearch results are any different from lists ranked at random, we also generated some data as described below.

4.1.4 Random Ranking

For each of the 500 hold-out lists, we performed a random permutation of items in the list and calculated different evaluation metrics for each list (see Section 4.3). In other words, we calculated what scores would different lists get if all candidates were ranked at random, and we could then average the results across all 500 lists to get the overall mean scores.

We then repeated this procedure a 1,000 times, recording evaluation results in each iteration. As a result, we had 1,000 samples of average scores, which provided us with an idea of evaluation results we could get by chance alone on our hold-out dataset.

4.2 Features & Feature Sets

Transforming data into features is a crucial step in creating a machine learning model, and the quality of the features often determine a model’s performance. In the majority of cases the dataset for LTR problems consists of feature vectors defined on query-document pairs, which is in sharp contrast to traditional machine learning models where features are usually specified for each individual object. Moreover, the query-document feature vector can be split into three distinct parts:

- Match features, which indicate how well a given document matches the specific query
- Query-independent features
- Document-independent features

It is quite common to see all three types of features combined together into one feature vector.

For our learning-to-rank problem we created different sets of features to experiment with, all of which fall into one of the three categories discussed above. Summary and a short
description of all individual features can be found in Appendix 1, Table A.2, whereas main ideas of each feature set are provided below.

4.2.1 Basic Match Features

Given the availability of structured and unstructured data, we split match features into two different sets: Basic Match Features (BMF) and Extended Match Features (EMF). The former set measures similarities between candidate and job profiles, or more precisely a match between candidate and job opening education, location, employment type and function fields. Essentially, BMF match the same information as ElasticSearch, but the way the comparison is made is slightly different.

There are six features in total that belong to this set, and three out of those (regarding preferred locations, job types and functions) are calculated using Jaccard Similarity

\[ J(A, B) = \frac{|A \cap B|}{|A \cup B|}, \]

where \( A \) and \( B \) are sets of candidate and job tags (examples of profile tags can be found in Table 2.1). Here we wanted to capture the idea that, since candidates can tick as many boxes for their job preferences as they wish, candidates with more selective preferences should have a higher similarity score than those who mark every possible option.

Since education tags are ordinal data, they were converted to integers. There are four education types in total - Middelbare school, MBO, HBO and Universiteit - that were assigned numbers 1 to 4, respectively. For candidates we then retrieved their maximum level of education, whereas for job openings - the minimum education required, and calculated the match between the two using a custom formula because we wanted to capture a non-linear relationship between different levels and get a score bounded between -1 and 1. Furthermore, we also created a simple education match feature that shows whether candidate is over- or under-educated for a specific job.

The last feature determines how far a certain candidate lives from the respective job location by calculating the great-circle distance between candidate’s home address and job’s primary address. Overall, the goal behind creating basic features was to see how well could a ranking model perform using readily available profile information about candidates and job openings only.

4.2.2 Extended Match Features

Extended Match Features (EMF), on the other hand, use textual information to capture the match between candidates and jobs. For languages and skills we simply calculated the proportion of required attributes stated in a job description that matched attributes parsed from candidate resumes. We also calculated the overall proportion of words in a job description that matched resume words (without personal information).

For more complex features we again used word embeddings (see Section 3.2.2). As we were comparing job information to candidate resumes, we updated our word embeddings model to also include all the vocabulary from available job openings. Using this model we
calculated cosine similarities between job functions and required experience to information in the work experience sections in resumes, which is comparable to the way we computed similarities between lines and word groups in the resume parser.

4.2.3 Vacancy & Resume Features

In addition to match features, for each job-candidate pair we created separate high-dimensional vectors, one representing the vacancy, and another - the resume. These vectors were then concatenated together with match data to form a single feature vector.

The only information that was used as vacancy features were job clusters, as we felt that they reasonably capture the differences between jobs. For resumes, however, we used a completely different strategy as we wanted to capture as many unique properties of candidates and their resumes as possible.

Below are four different ways to transform text to features that we experimented with: Bag-of-Words (BoW), Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Mean embeddings (Mean Word2Vec) and Smooth Inverse Frequency embeddings (SIF Word2Vec). For each approach we briefly discuss their advantages and disadvantages.

**BoW**. The simplest way to transform text to a feature vector for any document is undoubtedly the Bag-of-Words approach. In this case every word becomes a feature by itself, and the value is the raw count of that word in the document.

There are two main disadvantages associated with the BoW method. As the number of documents grows, so does the number of features, which leads to a large and mainly sparse feature matrix, as most documents will only contain a small fraction of all the words available in the whole corpus of documents. It is thus common to limit the features to only top \( n \) words found in the corpus (after removing so-called stop-words), where the number \( n \) has to be decided by researchers.

Another disadvantage is that some words might have a high count in a document, but contribute very little to the meaning of that document. For instance, in the field of recruitment words like “experience” and “responsibilities” could occur very frequently in a job description, but might not be very helpful in determining what field the described position is in.

**TF-IDF**. In order to overcome the aforementioned challenge, raw word counts are routinely transformed into respective TF-IDF scores which indicate statistical importance of a word for the specific document. TF-IDF scores are a product of Term Frequency and Inverse Document frequency, which are calculated as follows. Let \( f_{t,d} \) be the number of times the term \( t \) occurs in document \( d \), where \( d \in D \) for \( D \) representing the set of all documents in the corpus. Also let \( N \) be the total number of documents in a corpus, and let \( |d \in D : t \in d| \) be the number of documents where the term \( t \) appears. Then:
Although TF-IDF scores do, arguably, provide a model with a better representation for words in a model by indicating relevance of each word present in a document, they do not change the number of dimensions needed to encode the whole corpus. In essence, the shape of the sparse feature matrix is the same as that of the BoW representation, with the only difference being the TF-IDF scores instead of raw word counts as values in that matrix.

Furthermore, both BoW and TF-IDF methods ignore the semantic similarity between words and fail to capture the relationship between different terms in the corpus. Each word acts as a standalone feature, and terms like “chauffeur” and “driver” in sentence classification task, for instance, would be treated by a model as separate variables, thus potentially failing to predict correct labels for the respective sentences.

**Mean Word2Vec.** We have already discussed word embeddings and their advantages in detail in the previous chapter, therefore here we would like to point out what difficulties can be encountered when using word embeddings to construct features for a whole document.

Let a document \( d \) have \( m \) words, where each word vector was trained to have \( n \) dimensions. Then the whole document could be represented as an \( m \times n \) matrix, which, unfortunately, could not be used directly with traditional machine learning models as they expect a single feature vector for each document, not a matrix.

The simplest way to get such a vector is to take an average of all word vectors. The resulting \( n \)-dimensional document vector could then directly serve as a feature vector. The downside of this approach is that each word has equal weight in calculating the resulting mean vector, therefore if the document contains a lot of “filler” words, the meaning of the document could be lost.

**SIF Word2Vec.** Several suggestions have been made in literature to use a weighted sum of word vectors instead, and approach that we tried in this thesis was proposed by Arora et al. [28]. They introduced a new word weight function called smooth inverse frequency (SIF)

\[
    w_i = \frac{a}{a + tf_{ic}}
\]

where \( w_i \) is the weight function for the word \( i \), \( tf_{ic} \) is the corpus wide term frequency of the word \( i \), and \( a \) is a configurable parameter which we set to \( 10^{-3} \). The authors also proposed to apply a post processing step to the weighted sum that they referred to as a common component removal. This approach to constructing sentence and document embeddings achieved significantly better performance than baselines on various textual similarity tasks.
in the original research [28], and showed promising results on comparing TripAdvisor reviews [29]. To our knowledge, this method has not yet been used in LTR problems.

Consequently, for our experiments we constructed four different feature sets from resumes, two count-based and two based on word embeddings. For all approaches stop words and personal information were excluded. Furthermore, for BoW and TF-IDF we selected 500 most frequent words that appeared in our training resumes, whereas for word2vec methods all non-excluded words were used to create individual document embeddings. It should be noted here that for count-based methods we also tried increasing the number of features to 1,000 words. This step, however, only increased the training time while not providing any considerable gain in performance, which is why we reverted back to 500 words. All missing values across the four feature sets were treated as zeros.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics for Ranking Problems

In order to evaluate performance of a ranking model, it is first of all important to establish what a “good” ranking means. Ideally, we would like our model to order documents in a decreasing order of their actual relevance scores (ground truth labels), such that all highly relevant documents are at the top of the list, and all irrelevant - at the bottom. It is very rare to have such a perfect ranking, however, so when there are two lists with equivalent numbers of relevant and irrelevant documents at the top, we define the list with higher ranks for relevant documents as being better.

This implies that an evaluation metric for a learning problem should take into account the position of documents in the list. There are several measures frequently used in Information Retrieval field that are able to do so, and in subsections below we will focus on two of those: Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) and Mean Average Precision (MAP). Furthermore, we also include an easy to interpret Precision which only evaluates the proportion of relevant items in a list, regardless of rank. More information on all of these metrics can be found, for instance, in [14] or [30].

**NDCG.** The idea behind NDCG is quite simple - the higher the document on the list, the more its relevance score should contribute to the overall evaluation grade. This idea is based on the assumption that only the documents at the top of the list are valuable to the end user, because documents lower on the list are less likely to be viewed at all [31]. In order to express the above mathematically, we look at two main components of NDCG: Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) and its ideal version (iDCG). Let \( y_i \) be the relevance scores of ranked documents associated with a certain query \( q \), such that \( y_i \) is the relevance score of the document at rank \( i \). Then the sum of all \( n \) relevance scores is \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i \). When...
using a logarithmic discount function, we get

$$DCG(q) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{y_i}{\log_2(1 + i)}$$

which is the DCG score over all \( n \) documents in the list. The ideal DCG is the score that the list would get if all documents were ranked in the best possible way, namely in decreasing order of their true relevance scores. Some refer to iDCG as maximum DCG for that list of documents, and it is used to normalize the DCG score

$$NDCG(q) = \frac{DCG}{iDCG}$$

such that NDCG score is bounded between 0 and 1, and could be used to assess performance of ranking functions for different lists and queries. Furthermore, since in theory \( y_i \) could be any positive number, NDCG is a great evaluation metric for documents with graded relevance feedback. The cutoff version of NDCG is NDCG@\( k \), which only calculates NDCG score for the first \( k \) documents on the list instead of all \( N \). Some of the common choices for the value of \( k \) are 5 and 10, and in general it is suggested to choose this value based on the size of the dataset [32].

**Precision and MAP.** Precision measures the proportion of the results that are correct, as mentioned in Section [3.2]. In ranking context it is common to consider Precision at position \( k \) (Precision@\( k \) or P@\( k \)) [14], which, analogous to NDCG@\( k \), only evaluates the number of relevant items retrieved among the first \( k \) items on the list:

$$P@k(q) = \frac{\#\{\text{relevant documents in the top } k \text{ positions}\}}{k}$$

Unlike NDCG@\( k \), however, Precision@\( k \) does not take into account the position of those relevant items, therefore an Average Precision (AP) metric is commonly used alongside (or instead of) it:

$$AP(q) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} P@k(q) \cdot l_k}{\#\{\text{relevant documents}\}}$$

where \( n \) is the total number of documents in the list related to query \( q \), while \( l_k \) is an indicator function that equals 1 if the item in the \( k \)-th position is a relevant document, zero otherwise. The mean value of AP taken over all queries is known as MAP [14]. Both AP and MAP take values from 0 to 1, and can only be calculated if relevance feedback for queries is binary.

To evaluate the results of our experiments, we decided to calculate NDCG@10, AP and P@10 for each list of candidates associated with a certain job, as these evaluation metrics would give us an idea how well could different methods rank candidates in the first 10 positions, overall in the whole list, and how many relevant (read: suitable for an
interview/intake) candidates there are among the first 10. All three of the chosen metrics can have values between 0 and 1, and the closer the results are to 1, the better the ranking of the respective lists.

4.4 Models

We applied two different LTR algorithms to our data:

- **Linear regression.** A simple least-squares linear regression algorithm was used as a baseline ranking approach. This pointwise approach (see Section 2.2.2) produces a score per document by which results are then sorted.

- **LambdaMART.** LambdaMART [33] is the state-of-the-art LTR algorithm that demonstrated impressive results both in the job-candidate matching domain [7, 9] and in other information retrieval tasks [16]. This is a gradient boosting, pairwise approach that optimizes document order.

4.4.1 Linear Regression

Linear regression is the well-known model:

\[ y = X\beta + e \]

where \( y \) is a vector of observations, \( X \) is a matrix of explanatory variables (features) and \( e \) is a vector of randomly distributed errors. The least squares estimate of the vector of unknown parameters, \( \beta \), is calculated as:

\[ \hat{\beta} = (X^TX)^{-1}X^Ty. \]

The only difference between using the linear model for traditional statistical learning tasks and learning-to-rank problems is the fact that feature vectors in the matrix \( X \) are defined on query-document pairs, and predictions are used to order these pairs.

We chose this model as we wanted a simple ranking algorithm that we could compare to our main model, LambdaMART. Since the linear regression technique in its basic form does not require any hyper-parameter tuning and is very fast to train, it was a good candidate.

4.4.2 LambdaMART

LambdaMART is a combination between two techniques: LambdaRank and Multiple Added Regression Trees (MART) [33]. LambdaRank is a method for learning arbitrary information retrieval measures, and can be used with any algorithm that learns through gradient descent [34]. MART is one of those compatible algorithms; it is a boosted tree model, where the output of the model is a linear combination of the output of several regression trees [35].
The key observation made in [33] is that in order to train a ranking model, only gradients (or $\lambda$’s) are needed, not the costs themselves. These $\lambda$’s can be interpreted as forces: if a document $d_i$ is more relevant than a document $d_j$, then $d_j$ will get a downward push of size $|\lambda|$, whereas $d_i$ will get an equal push upwards. The rank positions of all other documents will remain unchanged. Formally, if the chosen objective function that we wish to optimize is NDCG, then:

$$\lambda_{ij} = -\sigma \frac{e^{s_i - s_j}}{1 + e^{s_i - s_j}} |\Delta \text{NDCG}|$$

where $\sigma$ is a hyper-parameter that determines the “smoothness” of the derivative, $s_i$ and $s_j$ are relevance scores of the respective documents, and $\Delta \text{NDCG}$ is the size of the change in NDCG when documents are swapped.

The task of MART is to learn these $\lambda$’s. As with other gradient boosting techniques, training of the LambdaMART algorithm is stopped only when a certain number of boosting iterations have been completed. This number of iterations, along with other tree-based parameters, should be configured by a researcher.

### 4.5 Experiments

The sections above explained what data was gathered, how it was transformed into features and what algorithms we wanted to experiment with. This section will, in turn, outline what experiments were performed and how, whereas Section 4.6 will present the results.

#### 4.5.1 Cross-Validation with Feature Sets

The first set of experiments that we conducted focused on different feature sets and their impact on ranking performance of LTR models. We chose to conduct such experiments because, to our knowledge, there is no research that compared different resume representations or included structured candidate profile information as features (see Section 2.2.2).

As for these experiments we did not want the results to be dependent on one particular test set, we used 5-fold cross-validation and measured ranking performance in each fold for different combinations of feature sets. Folds were formed by splitting lists into 5 equal parts, instead of splitting individual job-candidate pairs, and only the job-candidate pairs that were assigned to the training set were used in cross-validation (Table 4.1).

When the best-performing combination of feature sets was discovered, we performed an elimination procedure to better understand the impact of each separate feature set on the performance of ranking models. In other words, we first measured the ranking performance of the model with all of the selected feature sets, and then removed one of the sets and assessed the outcome. This process was repeated until all the combinations with one of the sets missing were tested, again using 5-fold cross validation.

Both Linear Regression and LambdaMART algorithms were used to train ranking models with different sets. Although LambdaMART does support hyper-parameter tuning,
for these experiments we left the default values unchanged.

4.5.2 Hyper-Parameter Optimization & Methods Comparison

Once we determined what combination of features works best, we performed hyper-parameter tuning for that specific feature vector, and selected the parameters that gave the best NDCG@10 score. As a result, we then trained the final LambdaMART model with 300 trees, maximum depth of 6, sampling fraction rate per tree 1 and learning rate of 0.1, using the whole training dataset. Similarly, we trained the Linear Regression on the full training set as well.

We then compared different ranking methods (Random Ranking, ElasticSearch, Linear Regression, LambdaMART) using the 500 lists from the hold-out dataset (Table 4.1). Here the main aspect we wanted to study was whether LTR models perform better (read: produce higher scores for the chosen evaluation metrics) than the current system, and to what extent. In other words, we needed to assess whether the mean difference between lists produced by ElasticSearch and those ranked by LTR models was significantly different from zero. The chosen statistical test was a paired sample t-test, which was appropriate because in our experiment we were re-ranking observations in the same hold-out dataset, and hence we were comparing how the same lists could be ranked with different methods.

4.6 Results

The results of the aforementioned experiments are summarised below. We will first look at the findings related to using various feature sets, and then we will review the outcomes of applying different ranking methods to the hold-out dataset.

4.6.1 Feature Sets

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 demonstrate how adding or substituting different feature sets impacted the ranking results using Linear Regression and LambdaMART respectively as training algorithms. Here the baseline is simply the order in which the records were saved in the database, which is the order in which candidates applied for a job. All the presented evaluation metrics (NDCG@10, MAP and P@10) were averaged over 5 folds. It is clear that for both algorithms adding more feature sets had a positive impact on ranking, although in case of LambdaMART adding job clusters (JC) appears to result in a negligible improvement (Table 4.3). This is in sharp contrast with Linear Regression results, where adding JC resulted in a visible gain in all ranking scores (Table 4.2).

With respect to comparing different resume representations (BoW, TF-IDF, W2V, SIF), the results are not as straightforward. It does seem that going from count-based representations (BoW and TF-IDF) to word embeddings-based representation (W2V and SIF) improves ranking for both algorithms in terms of all ranking scores, but within
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Table 4.2: 5-fold Cross-Validation results, Linear Regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature sets</th>
<th>NDCG@10</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (no re-ranking by the model)</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Match Features (BMF)</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + Extended Match Features (EMF)</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + Job Clusters (JC)</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + JC + Resume BoW (R-BoW)</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + JC + Resume TF-IDF (R-TFIDF)</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + JC + Resume Mean Word2Vec (R-W2V)</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td><strong>0.408</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.288</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + JC + Resume SIF Word2Vec (R-SIF)</td>
<td><strong>0.455</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.407</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.288</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: 5-fold Cross-Validation results, LambdaMART. All hyper-parameters were set to default.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature sets</th>
<th>NDCG@10</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (no re-ranking by the model)</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Match Features (BMF)</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + Extended Match Features (EMF)</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + Job Clusters (JC)</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + JC + Resume BoW (R-BoW)</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + JC + Resume TF-IDF (R-TFIDF)</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + JC + Resume Mean Word2Vec (R-W2V)</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td><strong>0.291</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF + EMF + JC + Resume SIF Word2Vec (R-SIF)</td>
<td><strong>0.461</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.412</strong></td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several observations that can be made. Firstly, removing resume features of the same type there is hardly any difference. For instance, when studying the results for feature sets with BoW and TF-IDF resume representations in Table 4.2, we notice that NDCG@10 value is approximately the same, MAP is slightly higher whereas P@10 is slightly lower for TF-IDF.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the best results for both Linear Regression and LambdaMART could be achieved when combining BMF, EMF, JC, and resume information captured in word2vec-based embeddings. For our final models we decided to use SIF transformation of resumes as the last feature set. Then, as we wanted to better understand how these four different feature sets influenced the ranking results, we eliminated each set from the full feature vector one at a time. Results of this procedure can be found in Table 4.4. For each model the outcomes were obtained through a 5-fold cross validation, and the presented percentages illustrate the relative change in performance when compared to the model trained with all features.
Table 4.4: Impact of removing feature sets from the full feature vector on ranking results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Removed Set</th>
<th>Linear Regression</th>
<th>LambdaMART</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NDCG@10</td>
<td>MAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMF</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.19%)</td>
<td>(-1.36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMF</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-4.65%)</td>
<td>(-4.46%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-4.16%)</td>
<td>(-3.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-SIF</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-4.66%)</td>
<td>(-4.18%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(R-SIF) results in the largest decrease in NDCG@10 score for both algorithms. This, however, seems to be the only common effect, as eliminating other feature sets has quite a different impact on our ranking models. For Linear Regression, discarding BMF has the smallest relative decrease in performance, while removing any of the other three sets has a considerably large negative impact. This is in contrast to LambdaMART results, where removing JC has an almost negligible effect (close to 0% relative decrease in performance in term of both NDCG@10 and P@10), and discarding EMF has a much smaller impact than discarding R-SIF. Such a result was not unexpected, however, as we already noticed above (Table 4.2 and Table 4.3) that adding JC to other feature sets had a much smaller effect on LambdaMART model than on Linear Regression.

All of the aforementioned outcomes indicate that LambdaMART learns very different patterns from data than Linear Regression, and overall we observed that even with default hyper-parameters LambdaMART appears to produce better rankings than Linear Regression, for all feature sets (Table 4.2 and Table 4.3).

4.6.2 Comparison to Random & ElasticSearch Rankings

The next step was then to train the LambdaMART algorithm with appropriate hyper-parameters, and compare its performance to the current system (ElasticSearch) on the hold-out dataset. To provide a complete picture, in Table 4.5 we also include results of applying random permutations to the hold-out dataset as described in Section 4.1.4 and illustrated in Figure 4.2. In short, Figure 4.2 demonstrates what ranking results can be expected when lists in the hold-out dataset are ranked completely at random. For instance, only in 1 out of 1,000 iterations MAP score of randomly permuted lists was greater or equal than that of our baseline ElasticSearch ranking (Table 4.5). This implies that it is rather unlikely that ElasticSearch orders results at random.

From the Table 4.5 we also see that LambdaMART performed noticeably better than
Figure 4.2: Histograms of evaluation metrics, generated from applying random permutations to each list in the hold-out dataset 1,000 times. In each iteration candidates in every list were ranked at random, and NDCG@10, AP and P@10 for individual lists were calculated. Results were then averaged across all lists to arrive at a mean value for each metric, and the whole process was repeated 1,000 times.
Table 4.5: Hold-out dataset results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>NDCG@10</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Ranking (mean values)</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ElasticSearch (baseline)</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Regression (best features)</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+22%)</td>
<td>(+19%)</td>
<td>(+15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LambdaMART (best features + hyperparameters)</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+28%)</td>
<td>(+24%)</td>
<td>(+18%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ElasticSearch, with 28% improvement in NDCG@10 score and 24% improvement in MAP score. Both of these metrics indicate that our best model managed to put some of the suitable candidates higher on the list, more often than the current method. It is easier to interpret P@10 metric, however. We can say that, on average, after viewing 2 lists with top ten candidates, recruiters would find approximately 1 more candidate if those lists were ranked with LambdaMART rather than ElasticSearch. All of these results were statistically significant (p-value < .001) according to the paired-sample t-tests, even when accounting for multiple testing with Bonferroni correction.

Figure [4.3] provides a more detailed view on these results. For each of the 500 lists in the hold-out dataset we computed the difference between metric values of LambdaMART and ElasticSearch. The resulting histograms indicate that, although on average our model performed better than baseline, there were job openings for which LambdaMART ranking of candidates was worse than the current system’s (lists for which difference was less than 0). For instance, there were 138 lists in total that received a worse NDCG@10 score when ranked by LambdaMART rather than ElasticSearch. Furthermore, for each metric we see that there was a considerable number of queries that were ranked in a similar manner (difference around 0).
Figure 4.3: Per-vacancy ranking score differences: LambdaMART model minus ElasticSearch baseline. Positive difference implies that LambdaMART ranking score for a certain list of candidates was higher than that of ElasticSearch for the same list, whereas negative score means that the score was lower.
Chapter 5

Discussion

Seeing the results of resume parsing model and LTR experiments, we will discuss the limitations (Section 5.1) and implications (Section 5.2) of our research, as well as provide practical guidelines on where and how could our model be used (Section 5.3). Suggestions for future research will be listed in Section 5.4.

5.1 Limitations

One of the limitations of our study is that features for both the Resume Parser and LTR models were generated primarily with the Dutch language in mind. Some job postings and submitted resumes were, however, occasionally in other languages, especially English and German. Therefore, if there was a language mismatch, it is likely that all text-based match features for the respective job-candidate pairs were quite poor. Resume parsing model also rarely managed to correctly predict sections for non-Dutch CVs.

Furthermore, for a long period of time YoungCapital’s primary target group was students interested in part-time jobs to support their studies. Even though in recent years the company has been expanding into fields other than temporary work, a significant proportion of resumes in our dataset still belongs to people with barely any work experience, and a number of job descriptions do not have any hard requirements apart from education. It is likely that for such jobs recruiters decide whether candidate is suitable or not based on the personality fit, which our model in its current form cannot assess.

Another limitation might be the fact that, when comparing different resume representations, we did not use models that might be better suited to analyze sparse data. For instance, it is known that Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machines give good results on text classification tasks when document features are BoW or TF-IDF, and we did not use these models in our experiments. Hence, one should keep in mind that the finding concerning word2vec-based features performing better than count-based features for ranking candidates has only been verified for LambdaMART and Linear Regression models.
Our comparison to the current system has a drawback as well, since we only considered “standard” queries that didn’t include any keywords. It is possible that the difference in ranking performance between our model and ElasticSearch would have been smaller if we did use relevant keywords when retrieving candidate lists, however we could not test this hypothesis in the current experimental setup that only relied on historical data and did not require any extra input from recruiters. Moreover, it has already been shown that LambdaMART still performs better than ElasticSearch even with manually compiled queries [9].

5.2 Implications

The results from the LTR experiments have several implications for research in the job-candidate matching field. Firstly, we demonstrated a way to create match features from structured profile information and free-text documents that have an impact on ranking candidates for jobs. Therefore, as the majority of previous analyses incorporated ElasticSearch match scores as match features, our examples can serve as an inspiration for researchers that do not work with the specified search engine, but do wish to create meaningful pair features.

Furthermore, the finding that resume features based on word embeddings have an advantage over count-based features imply that it might be easier for the future research to make a decision on how to incorporate resume information into, for instance, a LambdaMART model.

Moreover, other work in the LTR field outside of the recruitment domain could also potentially enhance performance of ranking models by incorporating the document embedding dimensions as features. Published research on including word embeddings in LTR models that we are aware of only used cosine similarities between a vector of words in document body/title and a vector of words that appear in the query [36], or incorporated word embeddings into a complex neural network architecture [37].

5.3 Implementation Ideas

In the context of YoungCapital’s recruitment software our research has straightforward use cases. As we have shown that our final ranking model (LambdaMART) produces much better results than currently used ElasticSearch when “standard” queries are used for retrieving a list of candidates, we suggest to apply the model to re-rank search results outputted by the search engine. In other words, the list that is initially produced by the current system could be ranked by the LambdaMART model before showing it to the recruiters, as then more suitable candidates will appear higher on the list. This process would hopefully shorten the time spent on head-hunting and let the recruitment personnel concentrate on other tasks.
Furthermore, our LTR model could be used not only for candidate sourcing, but also for ranking candidates who applied for a job. Some vacancies that are located in large cities, for instance, receive more than a hundred applications per week, and reviewing every single one could be very time consuming. Therefore we suggest to rank lists of applicants as well, again to help recruiters find suitable candidates faster.

5.4 Future Work

There are several suggestions that we can make for future research:

- Investigate whether there is another way to transform word embeddings into document embeddings, such as using doc2vec [38], that could have a greater impact on LTR results.

- Dutch language is known for containing a lot of composite words. It would thus be interesting to investigate whether word embeddings that are based on n-grams instead of full words could improve performance of both the LTR and the resume parsing models.

- Generate different job-level features. Our analysis suggests that Boolean features indicating a job cluster do not provide the LambdaMART model with much information. Could features based on keywords from the job title/job function work better in combination with existing features?

- Given the same set of features for the resume parser model, investigate whether including manually annotated training resumes with separate labels for section headers could help the CRF model better learn how to identify different sections.

- Explore whether it is possible to identify in advance what lists might be ranked worse than the current baseline.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

In this thesis we have extended previous research on applying learning-to-rank models to a job-candidate matching problem, investigated several aspects related to feature generation and made several comparisons that have not yet been documented in the literature. Overall, we proposed and evaluated two different models, one to handle resumes and another to rank candidates, as we needed a way to parse resumes before we could create features for an LTR model.

Specifically, the first model was developed to help us identify different sections in resumes, as we wanted to remove personal information and extract work and skills related information from the respective sections. Contrary to other research in the CV-parsing field, however, we only used a small number of features that primarily rely on cosine similarities between mean word embeddings, and we predicted labels line-by-line instead of token-by-token. Furthermore, we only engaged in manual annotation to create a test set, as the training set was constructed using semi-structured CV information. This information was gathered from an application that provides templates for individuals to create resumes.

The proposed model, although quite simple and with shallow features, produced surprisingly good results, especially for the personal information section. The section that our model struggled with was the skills section, which we suspect is due to the fact that individuals tend to provide skills information in other sections as well, such as the profile and the work experience sections, or to combine skills with languages or interests. In other words, from our experiments we concluded that the skills section is not as well defined as education and work experience, for example, and that for our use case it was sufficient to create a list of skills instead and then match this list to words used in resumes.

The second model that we built was inspired by the previous research in applying LTR ideas to ranking candidates for jobs. Our main task was to learn a ranking function that could, given a job-candidate feature vector, order candidates such that individuals that fit hard requirements well are higher on the list. In order to do so we utilised historical data that indicated whether an applicant was suitable or not for the next stage of the hiring
process, such as interview or intake, and experimented with various feature sets that we could construct from candidate profiles and resumes.

We demonstrated the impact that different feature sets have on the ranking performance of both a basic ranking model (Linear Regression) and a state-of-the-art ranking algorithm (LambdaMART). The conclusion was that, in both cases, resume information can be captured better by document embeddings rather than word count methods. Furthermore, we established that the LambdaMART model produces better ranking than the current search system used by YoungCapital, and we thus recommend to use this model to re-rank the initial candidate lists retrieved by the search engine, or even order candidates that applied for a vacancy.

The proposed model can only judge hard attributes of an individual, such as whether a candidate’s education and experience match those required by a specific job opening. Therefore we suggest to use this model to help recruitment personnel find candidates that have the right background, so that recruiters could spend more time getting to know the prospective employees and assessing their personality fit.
Appendix A

Model Features
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOCV</td>
<td>Is a line beginning of CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOCV</td>
<td>Is a line end of CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>containsOpleiding</td>
<td>Line contains “Opleiding”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>containsWerkervaring</td>
<td>Line contains “Werkervaring”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>containsVaardigh</td>
<td>Line contains “Vaardigh”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>containsKennis</td>
<td>Line contains “Kennis”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moreSpaceAbove</td>
<td>There are more empty lines above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moreSpaceBelow</td>
<td>There are more empty lines below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarityName</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of the line to name vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarityAddress</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of the line to address vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarityFunction</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of the line to function vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarityEducation</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of the line to education vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similaritySkills</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of the line to skills vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarityInterests</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of the line to interests vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarityLanguages</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of the line to languages vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarityWork_Summary</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of the line to work summary vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similarityPitokens</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of the line to personal information tokens vector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A.2: Overview of different features and feature sets used in LTR models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Name</th>
<th>Feature Set</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>function_match</td>
<td>BMF</td>
<td>Match between candidate function tags and job function tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>job_type_match</td>
<td>BMF</td>
<td>Match between candidate job-type tags and job job-type tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region_match</td>
<td>BMF</td>
<td>Match between candidate region tags and job region tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>edu_match</td>
<td>BMF</td>
<td>Match between candidate max education and job min education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>over_undereducated</td>
<td>BMF</td>
<td>Is candidate’s max edu in / above/ below required job educations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dist</td>
<td>BMF</td>
<td>Distance between candidate’s zipcode and job’s primary zipcode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text_overlap</td>
<td>EMF</td>
<td>Prop. of job description words that are in candidate’s resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text_language_match</td>
<td>EMF</td>
<td>Prop. of languages in job description that match those in resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text_skills_match</td>
<td>EMF</td>
<td>Prop. of skills in job description that match skills in resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text_function_sim</td>
<td>EMF</td>
<td>Cosine sim. between job’s function and functions found in resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text_experience_sim</td>
<td>EMF</td>
<td>Cosine sim. between job description keywords and words in resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clust0 - clust14</td>
<td>JC</td>
<td>Dummy features that indicate top cluster for jobs, 14 in total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word0-word500</td>
<td>R-BoW</td>
<td>Top 500 resume words and their raw count for each resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word0-word500</td>
<td>R-TFIDF</td>
<td>Top 500 resume words and their TF-IDF weights for each resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dim0-dim100</td>
<td>R-W2V</td>
<td>100 features from mean of all resume word vectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sif0-sif100</td>
<td>R-SIF</td>
<td>100 features from applying SIF to all resume word vectors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Software

The data for this project was retrieved from databases with SQL language. All the experiments and feature engineering tasks were done using python programming language. Details of the primary third-party python libraries that simplified our modelling and data handling tasks are provided below.

- **numpy** adds support for large, multidimensional arrays and matrices, as well as high-level mathematical functions to operate on these arrays [39]. This library was mainly used to create evaluation metric functions for LTR models and mean line/document embeddings.

- **sklearn** features various classification, regression and clustering algorithms and is one of the main libraries used for machine learning [40]. We used this library to construct BoW and TF-IDF features, as well as its implementation of Linear Regression in LTR modelling tasks.

- **sklearn_crfsuite** is a sklearn adaptation of CRFsuite library for modelling of sequential data [41] and was thus used to create our CRF model for resume parsing.

- **nltk** combines different methods for Natural Language Processing [42]. Removing stopwords and tokenizing sentences were some of the main tasks aided by this library.

- **gensim** is a popular library for unsupervised topic modeling and natural language processing [43], which provided us with implementation of word2vec and thus allowed for training all of our word embeddings.

- **fse** helped us create SIF embeddings from pretrained word embeddings in a simple and efficient manner [44].

- **xgboost** is a library that provides a gradient boosting framework for various programming languages [45]. We employed its implementation of LambdaMART to train our main LTR model.
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